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News Update on the Reset: 

The End is Near 

Now the whole spirit world is united behind True Father Moon to lead the 
earth towards complete liberation 

I don't know why people write to me about Trump. I don't know much about him, but I like his cousin - Elvis 
Presley. Because he had DP in his library. Coincidence? I don't know. And yes they have an interesting lineage. 
Hope to learn more about them.  

Descendants of Abraham Lincoln, if you didn't know. And of course, the Q movement is very old. Fighting for decades 
with the Cabal. No wonder Lincoln is now the leader of the American presidents in the spirit world, working with Rev. 
Moon from there to clean up the earth. I told you about that 7 years ago, if you didn't listen carefully. 
 
So here is the news: "Abraham Lincoln had 4 Children. 2 of those were sent to Libya. William Wallace Lincoln & his 
Brother Tad Lincoln. Tad Lincoln was DJT & Elvis's Grandfather. Elvis, DJT, JFK & Joseph & Julian Assange are all 
cousins. The HH, John G Trump & Nikola Tesla connection is very important. Download the TESLA FILES on FBI 
VAULT from 2019 & see for yourselves."  
 
Trust me, I don't believe that something great is coming because I trust politicians, the military, or somebody else. No! 
I trust God! I know that the spirit world is moving with great power under the command of True Father Moon. That's 
why after 2012 the world has nowhere to go but change according to God's Will. As we all know Father's heart very 
well, he will not let any of the evil plans, causing pain to God, to continue. Since 2012 there is only one possible 
timeline, victory for the good side.  
 
And well, it is so great that some John the Baptist figures were prepared by God long ago. It's time for their efforts to 
merge with ours. It's wonderful that Donal Trump's spiritual advisor has participated in the Rallies and true Mother 
had meetings with her, on the issue of reunification of Korea. How do you think he had exactly the right attitude to 
meet with the NK leader? And by the way, why was the Video he presented made by our Studio, with our materials, 
and our ideas? Think of it; he is the only president who didn't start any war. 
Here are more FACTS: 
Fact: Biden sniffing children, kissing their lips, touching intimate parts  
Fact: Biden's island next to Epstein's pedophile island. Coincidence? 
Fact: Trump started incredible clean up of pedophile rings on top levels 
Fact: Trump signed executive orders to protect Husband/Wife family and protect Children from pedophile 
organizations 
Fact: Trump stopped the money flow to immoral, abortion and communist organizations 
I cannot but feel pity for members who are still sleeping after all that, still trusting the false liberal media and resenting 
Trump. How painful to see how in their ignorance they support a pedophile, sniffing young boys and girls, involved in 
corruption with hundreds of millions of dollars. But don't worry, it will all come out soon.  
"If you're not careful the newspaper will have you hating the people who are being oppressed and loving the people 
who are doing the oppressing." - Malcolm X 



 

 

Thank God in the last video our HQ have deleted the scientist promoting Vax, she no longer appears. This was a big 
failure, to let such people deviate Mother's Rally of Hope from it's true and sublime purpose.  
 
Who started Big Pharma in 1870? Big Pharma Labs is owned by? The 2 Wuhan Labs are owned by? Really 
Simple. The labs where Viruses are Man Made just like AIDS & many others.  See, Mass Vaccination Triggers Sharp 
Spike in Cases & Deaths! +Must Video 
 
 
Senate Committee on State Affairs: “Vaccines can very well be a threat to their health and safety… These 
Vaccines have not been formally approved by the FDA… 30 people a day are dying from these vaccines… plus 
thousands of heart attacks and almost 8000 hospitalizations… Can have significant side effects… life long 
disabilities.”  
 
Tucker: How Many Died after Taking COVID Vaccines? "Average 30 people. a day, and that's only 1% of the real 
cases. See, THE COVID VAXXED MUST BE QUARANTINED! Expert Consensus. And did you see the TV report 
that Vaccines destroy the antibodies in your blood. Wow!  
 
Now link up all the Oil Refineries & Medical/Vaccine Factories/Labs being bombed or set alight. 
 

The End of the Dual Presidency is Near 
 
“In USA this inner war with the dual presidency is going to change and we gonna take a lot of people out of power, 
because of corruption... We gonna reverse this fraudulent vote... It’s going to be very dramatic… but this is going to 
happen and we gonna be just fine. And we gonna take back this under control. It will be traumatizing for too much of 
the world, but you know what, we’ve got this. We gonna be just fine.” Juan O’ Savin 
 
The purpose of this reset is not to destroy the good ones with the bad ones, he explained. Trump is really managing 
the bankruptcy of the United States. That’s his role. To wipе up these fraudsters and restore the wealth to the original 
owners - the people. It’s gonna be a tedious process. Not everyone gonna be happy.  
 

Do you realize the scale of what's happening? 

At this moment in time, we are healing the earth from the century-long 
satanic grip. Soon the fraud will be so overwhelming that the media will be 
forced to cover it  

Do you realize the scale of what's happening? You see now facts about Israel be discussed on the main news, that 
previously were complete taboo. This is impossible if the media was still under the Zionist mafia.  
"80% is covert in this operation, only 20% is public. The world will otherwise collapse. We are destroying the 'Cult' 
that is running the world." Q 
The biggest moves are made behind the scenes. Definitely not on the 
mainstream media. SO, FOLLOW my updates CAREFULLY 
 

The media is already taken 
 
So yes! The media is already taken under the good guys. Soon the movie we are shown will start to merge with 
actuality. Israel and media were saved for last.  
 
You see most of the evil journalists completely gone and replaced with new more innocent ones, that still imitate to be 
on the evil side, yet allowing lots of truth. Many forbidden questions are now coming through. Especially about Israel, 
right now.  
"The Bolshevic/Khazarian/Zionist Rothschilds put Israel on the Map. Rothschilds artificially inseminated the UK 
Royals. You must understand the past." 
Many documentaries of the evils that slowly are to be revealed to society are constantly being shown in many of the 
news channels. Problems with pedophilia in the Royal family are discussed; Israeli bombing on innocent families. 
People were killed in the past for such knowledge, but now the media owned by these very criminals is reporting it 
and making completely exposing documentaries. Wow! You must be brain dead not to realize what's actually 
happening.  
 
Documentary: Bill Gates and his synthetic burgers made from aborted babies 
 

Biggest child sex abuse platform taken down 
 
German police have busted the “Boystown” child sex abuse platform with 
over 400,000 members 
 
Did you sleep while with Trump's coming a huge operation to clean up pedophile networks and child trafficking 
started? Hollywood, Epstein, Royals, Bankers... all kind of untouchable people were suddenly in a run. And members 
still sleep, not knowing Trump is on the good side? Wow!  
 
In the Social media, there is also a huge undergoing cleaning process. One of the most prolific child sexual abuse 
platforms on the web with over 400,000 users, was taken offline and admins were arrested in a multi-agency 
operation. Many more arrests to follow (EUROPOL). New and new arrests of pedophile groups are nearly daily news 
in the last year or so. Few days ago over 150 missing children found by North Carolina Police.  
 
Quiet 18-month project complete in Berlin/Underworld Boys city Tunnels 
closed/SEALED 
 



 

 

100 CEOs ruled the world 
 

 
The problem goes way back before the Freemasons or Jesuits. They are the end of the line not the beginning. 
See, History of Satanism 
 
The truth will be so difficult for the society to swallow at once. Most of history we are told is lies. Everything from 1871 
is being wiped completely as it has been deemed Illegal. The true face of those we admired will show.  
 
100 CEOs are the ones who really rule the world under the directions of the Cabal. (2) Yes, we admired most of 
them, for they were given this position of power and money by the Cabal. Hired to bring down America. 21 
assignments planned; Power off, Gas off, Water off, groceries shutdown, Vaccine depopulation, Israel/Palestine… 
Hell on earth.  
 
How do they control everything? Biden is not in control. Before he puts his executive order, before the ink is even dry 
on the paper, immediately these corporations take action. But their plans keep getting blocked by the White Hats.  
"No more Crown, Commonwealth, False Constitutions, Balfour Declaration, Big Pharma, Big Tech etc. The World As 
You Know it is leaving." 
The English Royal Crown is being Removed from Existence. They will bear no control over anyone anymore. The 
amazing part was, I saw that in the TV news. My wife saw it too at the TV in her work. Huge! They officially resigned 
from all these positions, the news said.  
 

Election Fraud: The Cards are Falling 
 
Reports are surfacing that Arizona hasn’t found one single vote for Biden 
yet that wasn’t illegal... One million illegal votes were cast for Biden. Wait 
when the facts of his corruption come out. 
 
Election fraud was caught in real-time in November 2020. You are watching it all play out. More states will be doing 
audits. It's part of the wakeup show. This show has many, many other aspects. 
Trump in recent interview: "People will be very, very happy when I make Certain Announcements! Stay Tuned.’’(4) 
You're seeing the cabals last kick in Israel. Time for deep cleaning. CIA, MOSSAD, and MI6 started every war in the 
last 70 years if you didn't know. We know the drill; they bomb themselves, to excuse killing and looting the 
Palestinians while portraying themselves as victims in the media they own. (5) But this time the White Hats are in 
control. Rockets were shot from Syria, but all the terrorists involved with that planning are taken down. (6) 
 
A LEGAL PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED AGAINST THE POPE... and OTHERS... Q did say that the 
POPE would be having a TERRIBLE MAY! 
 
We just learned from a high military source, "Wuhan Big Pharma Labs leads into 34 Satanic Buildings getting hit with 
Rods of God & Flooded." And yes, 
 

Lawsuit for Violations of the Nuremberg Code 

"100 times more dangerous than the virus! It overwrites your original, God-
given, program." 
 
U.S. laboratories cannot find Covid-19 in any of the 1,500 positive tests. 90% of the tests were false, experts say. The 
death rate during Covid was the same as any other year. Yet, businesses and livelihoods are being destroyed 
because of compliance with insane Nazi-style restrictions. However, the real pandemic is coming with the Vaccines 
these criminals impose.  
 
Already more than 13,000 deaths are reported officially by CDC, as a result of the experimental COVID injections. 
Experts say that only 1% of the actual cases get reported. Think of the real death rates. This is a real genocide. No 
wonder, many predict some upcoming Nuremberg-style tribunals. TIME TO WAKE UP 
 
And it started! More than 1,000 lawyers and 10,000 medical experts initiated legal proceedings against the CDC, 
WHO, and the Davos Group for crimes against humanity. (7) During the Nuremberg trials, the media were also 
prosecuted and members were killed for lying to the public.  
 



 

 

Violation of Nuremberg Code 1: No person should be forced to take a medical experiment without informed consent. 
Now they forced people without even providing information about the negative effects and the dangers of this gene 
therapy. Skipped animal experiments and went directly to human experiments which is a violation of Nuremberg 
Code 3.  
 
CDC VAERS reporting system shows over 4,000 deaths and 50,000 vaccine injuries in the United States. In the EU, 
more than 7,000 deaths and 365,000 vaccine injuries are reported. This is a serious violation of Nuremberg Code 4. 
 
Nuremberg Code 6 states that "The risk should never exceed the benefit." Covid-19 has a recovery rate of 98-99%. 
Vaccine damage, death, and adverse side effects far outweigh this risk. The CDC is fully aware that the use of leaky 
vaccines facilitates the emergence of hotter (more deadly) strains. Yet they have ignored this. Instead, they make 
plans to make this deadly vaccine mandatory. This is a violation of Nuremberg Code 7: "Protect from even remote 
possibilities of injury, disability or death." 
 
According to Nuremberg Code 9: "Everyone must have the freedom to end the experiment at any time." Yet, despite 
the call from over 85,000 doctors, nurses, virologists, and epidemiologists – the experiment does not end. Instead, 
they changed laws to enforce compliance. 
"Cabal Companies will collapse under their sheer weight of Corruption. 
Think Executive Order 1221 & SpaceForce Cyber." 

Collapse: Oil, Hospitals, Auto-industry, McDonalds 
 
Look at the Oil, Medical/ Vaccine Labs being bombed or set on fire. 
See Taiwan, UK & India. 
 
The whole medical system is going to collapse. Hospitals all over the world are being Cyber Attacked. They are 
shutting down Elective Surgeries & other treatments ie Cancer Treatments. Med Beds on the way. (8) Old 
Treatments are Obsolete.  
 
Since yesterday, there have been major cyber attacks on automotive suppliers and carmakers in Germany, like Audi, 
BMW... But nothing in the news. This is Precision Cyber Attack on Cabal Companies. 
 
Type "McDonalds" In Search Bar. See how many McDonalds across the planet have been shut down under Covid. 
100's! 
 
German airports have no planes. (9) Massive Zero Day Cyber Attack. Planes & Trains will stop. Global Stock Market 
Collapse. 34 satanic buildings & dams bombed. Lincoln descendent just wrote few days ago: 
"Global Martial Law. Quantum Systems. Project Odin Switched on. 
Nesara/Gesara/RV. Military Tribunals/Confessions/10 day movie... NSA Operation." WhipLash 
 

The End is Near: QFS at hand 
 
Yes, the End is near. We are nearing the finish line. 
 
This is a transition to a new and much healthier system of world governance; That includes the collapse of the 
Rothchild Banking Cartel and the existing dysfunctional economic and political system. 
 
They are using the fake pandemic, riots, and all, just to keep in power. But they are doomed. Lights/Power switched 
off, Changing over to Tesla Free Energy. 
"The Internet is being replaced by New Quantum Internet. See the Starlink Rocket Launches. Alpha & Beta versions. 
Alpha is 10,000 times as fast. Beta is about 7,500 + times as fast and ready to go. The Internet needs to be wiped of 
Operation Mockingbird. All new platforms are coming." WhipLash 
Simon Parkes: QFS: The Quantum Financial System is in preparation to go off. Simon was recruited by the military to 
assist the process. He gives interesting inside. Work tax will be removed, life will become easier. Production of many 
things will become cheaper.  
 
In case you missed it, in December 2020 Chinese spacecraft landed on the Moon. (8) This is the beginning of the 
colonization of space. In space, there is plenty of resources for humanity to develop.  
“US has hundreds of vehicles that are more than capable of space flight. So we have a fleet of vehicles that are 
seemingly extraterrestrial. But if you know that, you will start questioning why we still use oil…”, that is why they keep 
all this secrecy, said Navy Seal, Bill Wood. “This space fleet… can go easily around the solar system without much 
time or any hindrance to the occupants.” Asked, How fast? He answered, “Incredibly fast… just below the speed of 
light.” (Video) 
Now UK is building the world’s first airport... for flying cars. Autonomous Cars, Flying Car Airports being built. 
Wireless Technology all this year. 
 

The Age of Peace 
 
The Universal Peace Federation (NGO in general consultative status with the Economic and Social Council of the 
United Nations), was hosting a series of on-line virtual summits under the title, The Rally of Hope. 
 
The Co-Founder, Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon, fondly called by many as the Mother of Peace for her decades of 
humanitarian service towards a world of lasting peace, delivered her Keynote Address in front of thousands world 
leaders from 171 nations and million families from around the world.  
 
Ban Ki-moon, former UN Secretary-General who gave the welcoming address in August 2020, is now one of our 
think-tank planning committee member. As you remember, Rev. Paula White, spiritual advisor to President Donald 
Trump, gave her special remarks at the same event. There were congratulatory messages from the Hon. Chuichi 
Date, former President of the House of Councilors of Japan, and the Hon. Newt Gingrich, former speaker of the 
United States House of Representatives. 


